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"The spice must flow." Set in the far-flung future on a desert planet called Arrakis, Frank Herbert's "Dune" explores hero worship, environmentalism and other heavy topics. Test your knowledge of the 1965 novel and 2021 movie with our quiz.By Mark ManciniHollywood films thrive on life-changing
scenes, and there's nothing more life-altering than, well, death. It won't shock you that some of the highest onscreen body counts are credited to war movies. But you might be surprised by some of the kill-frenzied facts in this quiz.By Nathan ChandlerIn the city of Cannes, May is the 'month of the movie.'
The Cannes Film Festival is the crossroads of international cinema and anybody can submit a film for consideration. But how many are chosen?By Julia LaytonThe epic movie musical 'Grease' is now over 40 years old. Think you're hopelessly devoted to the iconic film? Test your knowledge to see if
you're the one that we want.By Alia Hoyt Courtesy of digitalartfreedigitalphotos.netDo you want to be a film critic? Do you think writing movie reviews sounds like the best job in the world? Then you've come to the right place.Before you read through this article, know that if you want to be a movie critic,
the road there will not be an easy task. While I was employed as a film critic, many people came up and asked me: "how can a be a film critic?" My perception has always been that most people have no idea how little film critics make. Most simply write film reviews as a hobby and have a real job on the
side. To be a film critic, you will need to realize that writing film reviews is not usually a sustainable means of employment. That being said, if you love movies and love writing about movies, read on.In 1995, I started one of the more famous Internet movie sites with my friend, Hans Bjordahl: Mr. Cranky
Rates the Movies. Although we sold it in 2008, it still exists today, and if I may say so, set certain odd standards in film criticism. Prior to starting Mr. Cranky, I was the film critic for The Colorado Daily, a small paper in Boulder, Colorado.Being a movie critic is a job many people consider to be a dream job.
"How do I become a movie critic?" is a question I've been asked over and over again during the last twenty years. Unfortunately, few people understand what it means to be a movie critic, how one becomes a movie critic, and what the career prospects are for movie critics. I'll try to answer some of these
questions here.A Short History of Movie Critic Employment OpportunitiesWhen I first became a paid, professional film critic in 1990, I made $25/column. I wrote for a small, daily newspaper that used a combination of articles by full-time staffers and freelance writers. For the approximately 10 years I
worked there, I was always a freelancer. There was a larger daily newspaper in our town of approximatey 125,000 that employed a full-time movie critic. In metro Denver, nearby, there were an assortment of film critics for small publications. The two major newspapers each employed a film critic.Today,
with the exception of major daily newspapers in major metropolitan areas, few newspapers employ a full-time film critic. Most newspapers in smaller urban and rural areas use wire pieces, which are articles that they pay for from a subscription service. So, no matter where in the country you live, you may
see movie reviews from the same critic. Thus, the opportunity to find a full-time job as a film critic are few and far between.The Explosion of Opportunities on the InternetIf you accept that being a film critic is going to involve generating little or no revenue, then the opportunities for becoming a film critic are
actually quite vast since anybody can publish a film review on the Internet. Assuming you can parlay a particularly engaging style into Internet traffic, it's not inconceivable that you might make some extra money writing movie reviews. Just don't quit your day job.What Does it Take to Attract Readers?
Separating yourself from the vast pack of Internet film critics is not easy. Most film reviews are pretty much the same and few movie critics on the Internet stand out from the others. However, there are some that do, so if you're lucky enough to be one of those, it's conceivable that you could turn a hobby
into something that pays you a little more. Many online publications pay actual money for good articles, movie reviews among them. For instance, I was able to turn my popularity writing Mr. Cranky into jobs with MSNBC and The Chicago Tribune for short periods of time. If nothing else, writing movie
reviews can allow you to see films for free.So, I'm not really answering the header question of how to attract readers. Not surprisingly, attracting readers to your movie reviews is no different than attracting readers to any other article. If you write well and have a unique voice, then people will want to read
your reviews. You should aim for a particular voice. In the case of Mr. Cranky, I was skilled at coming up with funny barbs and humorous criticism, which I directed at all the movies I reviewed. Other reviewers are so knowledgeable that their reviews are almost always insightful. Mr. Cranky had an alterego named Mr. Smiley who wrote endlessly positive reviews. My point is that you'll need to have an opinion and know how to express it. If you can't write well, then movie criticism probably isn't going to be successful for you.So You Want to Get Started Being a Movie CriticOne of the attractions of being a
movie critic is seeing free movies. Most movies, unless they are really bad, usually have advance screenings to which movie critics are usually invited. So how do you get invited to these screenings? Odds are you'll need to be writing for an established publication or have a large body of work with a
proven record of traffic before you'll be invited, but it doesn't hurt to introduce yourself to the proper people and simply ask about invitations. In almost all cases, if you don't live in a major metropolitan area, there aren't going to be advance screenings. If you do, you'll need to contact the advertising agency
that handles these screenings. The best way to find out that information is to call the film critic at your local newspaper and ask. Don't forget to be nice, particularly when you finally get the contact information for the advertising agency. If that doesn't work, keep an eye out for advance screening invitations
in local newspapers and on the radio (most are usually sponsored by a radio station). If you can't get a ticket, just show up and ask around who's hosting the screening. You'll be able to find the name of the advertising agency that way.In my experience, the people who work for the ad agencies are
overworked and underpaid and don't take kindly to abuse. Being kind in a genuine way will go a long way to getting screening invitations, but you have to do so without being obsessive. There was a fellow critic from a small Internet site who hounded the ad reps and they universally hated him, some
going so far as to ban him from their screenings. So, asking nicely and being persistent is a balancing act.It's going to help to have established traffic because you're likely to be asked about proving your popularity in some way. If you write for a print publication, you're going to be asked your circulation. If
you write for an online publication, you're probably going to be asked how many hits or unique visits your web site gets. Thus, you may have to establish yourself by paying for movies and reviewing them as quickly as possible to take advantage of the early interest in a movie and building your film writing
resume.Another Avenue for Movie CriticsWhile reviewing first-run movies is certainly fun, I also got into reviewing DVDs for exactly the reasons you might think: free DVDs. If you can establish good traffic and write compelling reviews, the home video divisions of most major studios will send you free
DVDs for review. The way to get into this particular branch of film criticism is to start with smaller films from smaller studios because they're often giddy about sending anyone their DVD if there's a promise of some kind of coverage.As for the major studios, simply search their home video division online.
Most will have some kind of press contact information that will either be a phone number or an email address. It doesn't hurt if you can talk to a real person and chat them up a little bit. Don't be insincere. Instead, ask them what you need to do in order to get on the request list and begin receiving
materials. There's one crucial thing to remember about receiving free DVDs: the studios expect you to review what you get and they expect you to get back to them with proof. If you do not get back to them with that proof (either a link or a printed copy), you will quickly stop receiving materials.No
Experience NecessaryThough there is no experience necessary to become a film critic, it is helpful to have a good working knowledge of cinema and its conventions. Above all, you must be a good writer. Combine these two things and you have the potential to be a paid film critic. Like any other job,
experience counts if you want somebody to hire you to write film reviews for them. However, if you just want to get started and claim a little corner of the web for your film reviews, the above information will get you started.Writing film reviews can be a fun and rewarding experience, either as a hobby, parttime job, or full-time employment. If you're determined, you can make it happen.This article is accurate and true to the best of the author’s knowledge. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal,
or technical matters.Commentsamandajoyshapiro on February 22, 2013:You are probably one of the few writers on HubPages that would be considered a professional film critic. I earned both my B.A. and M.A. in Film Studies, wrote for campus media, had a few internships, and am a judge for a local
festival. But am still finding it difficult to land a writing job. To give your opinion on my style, please read some of my movie hubs and follow me if you like them. Much appreciated and great hub.crankalicious (author) from Colorado on January 21, 2013:Thanks for the comments.SarahJ13 on January 20,
2013:I am definitely interested. I infinitely love movies, and am an excellent writer!voltron on August 26, 2011:Your post amuses me. I think I shall become a film critic now!Inspiring, and very insightful. I'd give this how-to 2 thumbs way up!- Says Voltron With each new iteration of Apple’s iPhone, the
device’s camera gets better and better, so it’s no wonder than amateur and professional filmmakers alike have begun turning to the device that many of us carry around in our pockets every day to make their movies. Some people in the cinema world consider using such lowbrow technology the equivalent
of blasphemy, while others believe that this levels the playing field by allowing everyone, even those who can’t afford fancy cameras, the chance to be filmmakers. With the new iPhone 7 making its debut this week, here’s a look at five movies that have been shot using various iterations of Apple’s
smartphone. 1. Tangerine Tangerine tells the gritty and often funny story of prostitutes living in a not-so-glamorous part of Hollywood. When a transgender prostitute finds out her man has left her for a biological woman, she goes on an angry rampage, followed by her best friend. Writer and director Sean
Baker used an iPhone 5S to shoot the movie in order to accommodate the film’s tiny budget. Critics marveled at how the film looks like ‘a real movie’ despite using such ‘cheap’ technology to shoot it. Baker told The Verge that he and his team used three different iPhones, the $8 app Filmic Pro, a
Steadicam, and some adapter lenses that attach to the iPhone in order to get the look of the film. He said that he and his team overall had a very positive experience using the phones as cameras. James Ransone, who plays the pimp at the center of the movie’s love triangle, said that it’s not about
whether or not one uses an iPhone, but whether one understands cinematic history. “You still need to know how editing works. You still need to know how sound works. You still need to know how a camera works. You can’t just go out and shoot,” Ransone told The Verge. “Yes, you can make a beautifullooking film on a shoestring budget. But you have to know 100 years worth of filmmaking.” 2. I Play With the Phrase Each Other This 2014 experimental drama from writer-director Jay Alvarez was shot with an iPhone and appropriately consists entirely of cell phone calls between the different characters.
The neurotic young protagonist Jake is persuaded to move to the big city by his con man friend Sean, who earns his money by ripping people off via Craigslist. When Jake arrives and Sean has disappeared, Jake slips into a weird nocturnal poverty. The movie is billed as the first feature film composed
entirely of phone calls. 3. And Uneasy Lies the Mind This film came out in spring 2014 and was billed as the first feature length narrative movie shot entirely on an iPhone. The psychological thriller follows a man with a severe head injury as his mind unravels while on a vacation with friends at a deserted
mansion. The iPhone was chosen over 16mm film to save cash. “The iPhone ‘look’ that I created fit the story, mood, tone, and the character’s inner psyche way more than any other traditional camera could have,” director Ricky Fosheim told Gizmag. “I’m not advocating for everyone to go shoot their next
movie on the iPhone, but if you can find a creative and plausible way to make it work, then I would encourage you to take as many risks as you can and try to push the limits in the ways in which we tell stories.” Fosheim used the Filmic Pro app as well as some lens adapters, and said that there were
difficulties with using the iPhone as a camera such as low battery life and poor performance in cold weather. 4. Framed The French filmmaker Maël Sevestre made this short film in 2011 using an iPhone 4S, making this one of the earliest iPhone movies using one of the oldest iterations of the iPhone that
have been used for filmmaking. The movie was shot and edited in just a couple days and follows a photographer (who uses a real camera) as he goes out into nature to take pictures when something unexpected happens. “I just wanted to do a small short, like a 48-hour film project,” Sevestre said to
Zacuto. “We liked the idea of making a movie only using the phone instead of the 5D Mark II. So we did. I had heard that the iPhone 4S had a new optic (a real one), so I figured why not be the first to do a short movie using only this camera?” 5. Searching for Sugar Man This Oscar-winning documentary
only has a few scenes that were shot with an iPhone when director Malik Bendjelloul ran out of money, but still the Academy recognized the medium as legitimate when it granted the documentary about the mysterious musician filmmaking’s highest honor. The film is about the ‘70s musician Rodriguez,
whose music was hugely popular in South Africa though his fans there knew almost nothing about his life and he was believed to have committed suicide. The Detroit-born musician was never successful in the U.S. and didn’t even know of his popularity in South Africa until fans from the country found and
contacted him during the 1990s. According to MacWorld, the majority of the documentary about the musician’s strange career was shot with Super 8mm film until funds started to run dry. Then the iPhone scenes, including the part at the beginning of the movie where the producers discover Rodriguez,
were shot using the 8mm Vintage Camera app.
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